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 SOVEREIGNTY: A LINE IN THE SAND

 BY JOLENE RICKARD

 PHOTOGRAPHS BY GEORGE LONGFISH

 ZIG JACKSON

 On November 4, 1924, a wiry man PAMELA SHIELDS CARROLL work, my grandfather Rickard formed the
 armed with an eagle feather and a string Indian Defense League of America (IDLA)
 of wampum dared to challenge the most RON CARRAHER in 1926, dedicated to obtaining justice for
 forceful countries in the world by defin- Indian people. Growing up, I assumed that
 ing terms for indigenous survival into HULLEAH TSINHNAHJINNIE everybody knew that Native people used a
 the twentieth century. Cayuga Chief number of strategies to survive, ranging
 Deskaheh presented an official proclamation from the Iroquois from traditional governments to spiritual political movements to
 Confederacy to the League of Nations in Geneva, documenting our advocacy movements, such as the Society of American Indians and
 independence and sovereignty as recognized in treaties with the the IDLA in the early 1900s. Most of us are descendants of one
 Dutch, British, and American governments. Sixty-four years later strategy or another. And when we come across one another, our dis
 Stephen Cornell, in The Return of the Native? pointed out that as cussions are about how our people avoided extinction. It's still how
 late as 1800, more than 80 percent of what are now the contiguous people talk in our communities, mostly playing down our resistance
 forty-eight states was still Indian land. By the end of the nineteenth to the state. In this sense, the state is really the entire U.S. govern

 century less than 5 percent was in indigenous hands. Positioning ment and in my community the last battle was last week.
 Deskaheh's radical stance of declaring our independence and sover- By the turn of the century, devastated by artillery and germ war
 eignty after centuries of dispossession from our lands was like draw- fare, indigenous nations shifted shape by taking legal action, sparked
 ing a line in the sand at the ocean's edge. What purpose this line? by the Citizen Act of 1924, or what legal scholars R. L. Barsh and

 Sovereignty is the border that shifts indigenous experience from James Youngblood Henderson described in The Road4 as "a great
 a victimized stance to a strategic one. The recognition of this puts experiment in coercive civilization." This act was viewed as the first
 brains in our heads, and muscle on our bones. Vine Deloria, in We step toward taxation and the loss of our political and territorial
 Talk, You Listen? placed sovereignty and power hand in hand, sovereignty. It was this final clip at the eagle's wing that became
 primarily with a view to perpetuating the existence of the group. the inspiration for sovereignty in the early twentieth century.
 Yet if I were to throw the term sovereignty out there at your basic Today, sovereignty is taking shape in visual thought as indige
 Indian art opening, it would plummet to the floor, weighted down nous artists negotiate cultural space. Unfortunately, the place
 by ambiguity. One may wonder if the issue of sovereignty belongs where the Western-based art world permits indigenous visibility is
 in the cultural debate. I would strongly suggest that it does. David in the narrow margin of identity politics. Or the official category
 Novitz observes in Boundaries of Art? "The boundaries that dis- of "the Other" in postmodern cultural criticism, which continues
 tinguish high from popular art, good from bad, and art from life to reinforce all of the old stereotypes. The trouble with this Con
 or reality do not exist independently of the social concerns, inter- struct is that the grooves in the collective brain are deeply scored
 ests, aspirations, and values that form part of our everyday lives." with what Robert Berkhofer describes as "the white man's
 As part of an ongoing strategy for survival, the work of indige- Indian." The challenge is to jump track and cut a new swath for
 nous artists needs to be understood through the clarifying lens of indigenous expressions.5
 sovereignty and self-determination, not just in terms of assimila- It is not easy for America, or other nations whose identities are
 tion, colonization, and identity politics. built on the bloody conquest of indigenous people, to rethink its

 The call for sovereignty is part of my family's work; you could internal relationships. For instance, Guntram F. A. Werther admits
 say I cut my political teeth early. Deskaheh passed away at my in Self-Determination in Western Democracies6 that "current polit
 grandfather Chief Clinton Rickard's homestead soon after return- ical science theories about ethno-national movements in the First
 ing from that trip to the League of Nations. Inspired by Deskaheh's World cannot account for the success of aboriginal peoples, in part
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 because political scientists have usually ignored aboriginal people's beginning to emerge in Western science is not to validate Longfish's
 [political] movements." Restated, how is it that Indians slipped knowledge; it is to acknowledge it. For indigenous people, the
 through the extermination net? Former president Ronald Reagan political border of sovereignty has sheltered the primary paradigm
 must have felt that way when, during an official visit to Moscow, he of indigenous thought, and Longfish is documenting that space,
 told university students "Maybe we made a mistake in trying to His work is parallel to another idea in physics, which acknowl
 maintain Indian cultures. Maybe we should not have humored them edges that the electron's continuous exchange of energy with the
 in wanting to stay in that kind of primitive lifestyle." The forced universe means that it can never be isolated as an independent
 expropriation of Indian lands, confinement to reservations in the entity. Just as indigenous science teaches that all things connect
 1900s, the Indian Reorganization Act (IRA) in the 1930s to the late and everything is relational, so it is with the electron's relationship
 '40s, followed by the termination period from the 1940s to the '60s to the entire cosmos. The overlapping unity in Longfish's work
 —that's what all this represents—humoring. Reagan's perspective is has a purpose, it is not simply a modernist aesthetic convention,
 just a continuation of policy established by the U.S. government in Because duality and binaries have come to be expected from
 the 1800s. What can indigenous people expect when most non- indigenous artists, Longfish's work could be read as good versus
 Native people haven't a clue about their own history, let alone ours? bad, or reality versus imagined Indians. But I think he is setting up

 The tendency to link identity construction to sovereignty is fair. a more complex discussion about life, death, and rebirth.
 What isn't fair is the current dissection of indigenous identity Essentially, Peat and Bohm suggest that the true meaning of
 issues without any historical context. Further, it's a chilling irony creativity depends on understanding the whole nature of order,
 that dialogue in the cultural apron has stagnated on identity con- going beyond the confines of physics—even science—to deal with
 struction. Projecting Indians either as a reflection of the natural the question of society and human consciousness. Longfish's pat
 "childlike" state of humankind, or as tax bandits hiding behind terns viscerally map that understanding from the Western sphere
 treaty loopholes, becomes just a new twist on misrepresentation. to the indigenous, locating the journey to the center of the uni
 Gerald Vizenor's claim in Manifest Manners7 that representations verse as being within the individual. The work of Longfish, Peat,
 of Native Americans establish false notions of Indianness to serve and Bohm requires the mind to move into the middle ground
 as an idealized innocence for the West, elides and eliminates the between extremes. Like Longfish, the physicists recognize that cre
 realities of tribal cultures. It's that invented simulation of Indian- ative intelligence may be regarded quite generally as the ability to
 ness that haunts photographic memories. Our artistic/cultural perceive new categories and new orders between the older ones—
 guideposts are lined up in galleries as continued reflections of the in this case, disjointed extremes of the Western/non-Western
 West. It is questionable whether non-Native people may fully dichotomy we are struggling to discard.
 understand photographs made by Indians, because it would Photographs made by indigenous makers are the documentation
 require an ideological power shift. of our sovereignty, both politically and spiritually. Some stick close

 For instance, is Larry McNeil's image of an eagle feather to the spiritual centers while others break geographic and ideologi
 braced against the sky really Deskaheh pushing our ideas into the cal rank and head West. But the images are all connected, circling
 twenty-first century? Or is it just another easy-to-recognize Indian in ever-sprawling spirals the terms of our experiences as human
 cultural symbol that is hip, but void of power? Same case with Zig beings. The line drawn in the sand by people like Deskaheh was
 Jackson's recent "Indian Man in San Francisco" relocation parody. never simply a geographic or political mark. It has always been a
 Is it Indian-out-of-hegemony-synch, insisting upon a feather fashion taunt—an ancient lure hooking memories through time—shifting
 statement or is it about the lack of acceptance, or space, in this society the way we see our lives. Photographs are just the latest lure,
 for difference? Hulleah Tsinhnahjinnie photochemically burned
 U.S.-issue identity numbers into her face, dulling full blood-brother's L Stephen Cornell, The Return of the Native: American Indian Political
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